It is well known that a commutative, local, noetherian ring (with 1) of finite global dimension must be a domain (indeed a regular local ring). For commutative local rings which are coherent or have linearly ordered ideals, finite global dimension also implies no proper zero divisors (see [6] and [7] ). In this note we show that these results cannot be generalized to arbitrary commutative local rings. An example is given of a ring with global dimension 3 possessing a localization which is not a domain. This ring also has weak global dimension 2, these dimensions being the smallest possible in local rings with zero divisors. Some results on homological dimension of ideals generated by two elements in C(R), the ring of all continuous real-valued functions on the reals R, are also included.
It is well known that a commutative, local, noetherian ring (with 1) of finite global dimension must be a domain (indeed a regular local ring). For commutative local rings which are coherent or have linearly ordered ideals, finite global dimension also implies no proper zero divisors (see [6] and [7] ). In this note we show that these results cannot be generalized to arbitrary commutative local rings. An example is given of a ring with global dimension 3 possessing a localization which is not a domain. This ring also has weak global dimension 2, these dimensions being the smallest possible in local rings with zero divisors. Some results on homological dimension of ideals generated by two elements in C(R), the ring of all continuous real-valued functions on the reals R, are also included. Proof. 2r=i/,i(^)1"c'/2" = i <Iv(z)Vii' is an algebraic function, that is, it is analytic on the complex sphere except for a finite number of points {ak} where it is analytic or has a pole as a function in (z -ak)in (or z~in) for some /. Hence it is either identically zero or has only a finite number of zeros.
(b) If/ g e R and fe gC(R), then fe gR. (We will say that//g is continuous if this occurs.) (c) For any y e R, there is a nontrivial interval [y, u] (respectively [v, y]) on which/is of the form (x-y)nlkp(x) (respectively (x-y)mlip'{x)) where p (resp./»') is [July analytic in (x-y)llk (resp. (x-y)1"') aty, andp(y)^0 or p=0 (p'(y)¥=0 or p'=0). Then k-/m# = 0, so y,/=/F#+/"«#+/«¡# e I.
By (a), there are only a finite number of i such that y^/VO for /el. Hence 7= 2 Vf^-Since {(«,, i;f)} are disjoint, the sum is direct.
To calculate the homological dimension of I, hd (T), we need only calculate that of each xJ-Hence we will assume that I-xJ, that is, A^( -oo, u] u [v, oo) and A n (u,v) = B.
For each x e B, let A* be an open interval containing x and /x a function in 7 such that gj/x is continuous on Nx for all g e I. Since/; has an isolated zero at x, the same Nx will work for all g. Proof. By the Global Dimension Theorem of [1] , it is sufficient to show that every ideal / has dimension ^ 2, and at least one has dimension 2.
If / is cyclic, say /=/F, let
0^(0:/)->F^/F-^0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use be exact, where F ->/F takes 1 to/ Clearly every x¡(0:/) satisfies (L2) or (R2) at all finite endpoints, so by Lemma 2, x¡(0;/) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3. Hence/F has dimension at most 2. Moreover, if or/(x) = oo # o¡/{x) then in the localization of F at x, (0:/) is a nonzero module annihilated by/^0 which is in the maximal ideal of the localization. Since projective modules over a local ring are free, the localization of (0:/) is not projective over the localization of F. Hence (0:/) is not F-projective, and hd (/F) = 2.
Lemma 3 also gives the required result when each y/ satisfies (L2) or (L3) and (R2) or (R3) at the appropriate endpoint.
We are left with the case where xJ satisfies (LI) or (Rl) at a finite endpoint, but not both. As in Lemma 2, y¡7is a countable union of/mR, where ifik)l/k+1))# is a nonzero constant on one of ( -oo, u] or [v, oo), say the former. Define F, </>, {bk} and F as in Lemma 3. Since ifiMi/h+i)n/(ni/Mr = i/wi/h+i}r is still valid in this case (the indicated functions are completely determined by their values on (u, v)), K = ®(bk-bk+1(f^i/k^y)R follows exactly as in Lemma 3, but it is no longer true that F=ker (<f>). Indeed, for r e Ker ((/>), all we can conclude from the proof of Lemma 3 is that there exists an s e K with r-s = bm+ig for some g where g = 0 on [u, oo). Then (b0-bm+i(fmj/m + iy)g = b0g-bm+icg where c is a nonzero constant, so bm+ig e K+b0J, where J is the ideal of functions of F which vanish on [u, oo). Hence ker (4>) = K+bQJ. Since no nonzero element ofj annihilates any (fmj/k + 1))#, one checks that Fn¿>0/=0 so the sum is direct. Since F is projective and/ is (R2) at its only boundary point of A, hd (J) = 1. Thus XjT also has dimension =2 in this case.
We note that any localization of F at the ideal of all functions vanishing at a given point will be a commutative local ring with global dimension = 3 and zero divisors. Moreover, by the observation at the end of Lemma 3, any ideal of F has weak dimension at most 1, and since/FM cannot be flat if/ is a zero divisor in the local ring RM, any localization of F at a point will have weak global dimension = 2.
2. The full ring of continuous functions C{R). Lemma 3 looks very much like the first step in the projective resolution of [5] . Indeed, it is.
Let / g e C(R). We say />g if there exists a function /~1g e C(R) such that /if~1g)=g and/-1g=0 whenever g=0. An ideal 7 is called directed if for all /gel there is an « e 7 with « >/and h > g. In Lemma 3, the proof that F= ker ($) clearly also shows that Fr is exact at P0(7') in [5, 3.1], where 7' is any set of generators for a directed ideal. Since/>, §•>« => (/~1g)(g~1h)=/~1h, the remainder of In the ring F of §1, it is easy to see that any finitely generated ideal is a direct sum of cyclics, since (L2), (L3), (R2) and (R3) require an ideal to be infinitely generated at a point. There is no such nice decomposition of finitely generated ideals of C(R). (For example, look at the ideal generated by x sin 1/x and x cos 1/x.) However, the continuum hypothesis can be used to get an upper bound on the dimension of an ideal generated by two elements. We will show/C(F) n gC(R)=kMx.
Then X={0}, and kMx corresponds to the (Rl) but not (LI) case of Theorem 1. If we take a set of generators of kMx, say {/«}, with an element/0C(F)ç/aC(F) for all a, precisely as in Theorem 1 we get a free module F= © baC(R) and an epic <f>: F-> kMx such that ker {</,) = 2 (K-bß{/aj/ß)#)C(R) ® M/(-,u.
Then hd (ker (<f>)) £ hd (Mc_ «,,") £ 2, so hd (A;A7X) ^ 3.
Finally, we note that if the results of this section could be generalized to any finitely generated ideal of C{R), that is, if there were a k e w such that hd (f/»<?(«)) = * for any finite set {/} of elements of C(R), then by Proposition 3 of [1] , any Nr generated ideal would have dimension at most A+ 2, and the continuum hypothesis would imply C(R) has finite global dimension.
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